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arturo alvarez

The arturo alvarez company is 
dedicated to the design and production 
of decorative lighting for residential and 
commercial purposes. 
The philosophy of the company has 
always been to offer handmade lamps, 
of great personality and with a strong 
emotional component, taking good 
care of its finishes and treating them as 
unique and exclusive pieces, one of a 
kind. 
Arturo Álvarez is the creative driving 
force of the company. He has decided 
to invest in innovation, exploring and 
creating proprietary materials for his 
lighting designs. 
www.arturo-alvarez.com
sales@arturo-alvarez.com

compac. the surfaces company

Compac produces highest quality 
technological quartz and marble, 
improving technical performance 
and creating unique surfaces using 
innovative processes to achieve 
ecological and sustainable benefits.
Compac, the surface company, is the 
leading company in Spain marketing 
high quality decorative surfaces. 
Founded in 1975, Compac were the first 
Spanish company specializing in the 
manufacture and distribution of marble 
and quartz surface coverings. Today 
they are a large multinational with 100% 
Spanish capital that has learned how 
to grow while preserving their flexibility 
and independent  
decision-making spirit.
compac.us
info@compac.us

emac

Emac is the most important Spanish 
manufacturer of profiles and trims for 
ceramic tiles. We offer the broadest 
profiles range in the market of 
decorative and protection solutions for 
tiles, as well as expansion and structural 
joints for all kind of floorings, walls, 
facades and urban pavements. Present 
in over 110 countries with office in USA 
and Italy to provide Emac® profiles in 
both American and Italian market.  And 
every year we are in more than 10 trade 
fairs around the world to introduce 
all our novelties and give us the kind 
possibility to attend personally to our 
clients.
www.emac.es
info@emac-america.com

euro seating

Euro Seating International S.A. is a 
European leading seating manufacturer 
for cinema, theatre, auditorium, 
congress, stadium and sport halls, 
players’ benches, VIP stadium areas, etc.  
We offer innovative high-quality seats. 
All our seats are made in Europe (Spain) 
by using materials 100% European origin 
and we have installed our seats in 120 
countries all over the world since 1994, 
when we began operating.
www.euroseating.com
euroseating@euroseating.com

black tone by josé martinez medina

The best of the 120 years experience 
of Martinez-Medina and its future is 
summarized in this collection.
The essence, unadorned however with 
an elegant touch incorporates balanced 
materials and volumes, where different 
black shades predominate.
The collection features the latest designs 
of JMM as an introduction to the new 
era of the brand with the addition of 
Pablo Gironés as an expert in corporate 
company code, designers Francesc Rifé 
and Mario Ruiz and the latter working 
indistinctly as alma mater of new and 
future JMM products.
www.jmm.es
marta@jmm.es

kriskadecor 
Kriskadecor used to be well known 
because of its metallic curtains, 
now  with their new brand identity 
they have reached the project design 
statement offering solutions for ceilings, 
wallcovering, space dividers, façades and 
customized projects under customers’ 
request, plus making possible the 
picture’s reproduction with a high 
definition.
The essence of the company is, still 
after 90 years, their small aluminium 
light coloured-anodized links which 
offer to architects and interior designers’ 
boundless possibilities to explore their 
creativity consolidating Kriskadecor as a 
brand of design.
www.kriskadecor.com
info@kriskadecor.us

oi side

Oi side is a company specialized 
in outdoor furniture. 100% designs 
and manufacture in Spain using high 
performance materials and offering a 
high customization level for each order 
or project. 
The collections are always developed 
based on three characteristics: “Strong & 
Lightness”, “Outside & Inside = Oi side”, 
“Original & Nice”.
We are in collaboration with national 
and international designers who work 
hard to adapt the design perfectly to the 
customer demands. 
Oi side stands for quality, comfort, 
design and versatility.
www.oiside.com
oiside@oiside.com

roca
With a century of history, today, 
Roca Tile USA is a world-wide leader 
in manufacturing, distributing and 
marketing of high-quality ceramic and 
porcelain tile under three brands: Roca, 
United States Ceramic Tile, and Incepa. 
The product range offers solutions 
for all types of uses, from the rustic 
elements to the high resistance floor 
tiles, covering single colors, marble, 
decorated tiles and complements.
www.rocatilegroup.com
cristina.dordas@us.roca.com

marset

Marset is about more than lamps: we 
take care of light, in its different nuances 
and effects, to create atmospheres 
with character and improve our clients’ 
quality  of life. We dedicate all our 
efforts to creating first-class designs and 
helping ensure the flawless completion 
of each product. We seek to produce 
innovative, clever fixtures, kindling our 
audience’s senses while taking them 
on a journey. Marset’s lamps are 
refined and contemporary. Through 
technical precision and creativity we 
aim to discover new functions and 
applications for our time-honored 
fixtures. This constant quest for new 
directions, combined with our curiosity 
and foresight into the shape of things 
to come, has driven the ethos and 
design behind our collection. The main 
characteristics of this collection are its 
authentic feel, meaningful simplicity 
and decorative yet restrained visual 
approach. 
www.marset.com
joanmiro@marset.com  More information about these companies (catalogues and press releases) in: http://www.ifs-usevents.info
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